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Abstract. Compensating CSP (cCSP) extends CSP for specification and verifi-
cation of long running transactions. The original cCSP is a modest extension to
a subset of CSP that does not consider non-deterministic choice, synchronized
composition, and recursion. There are a few further extensions. However, it re-
mains a challenge to develop a fixed-point theory of process refinement in cCSP.
This paper provides a complete solution to this problem and develops a theory of
cCSP, corresponding to the theory of CSP, so that the verification techniques and
their tools, such as FDR, can be extended for compensating processes.

1 Introduction

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a critical enabling technology for programming
business processes composed of disparate services available on the web. These pro-
cesses are required to have the “transactional characteristic”: if a failure occurs in the
execution, the changes made before the failure must beundoneor compensated. The
transactional property of business processes is differentfrom the ACID properties of
atomic transactions(or short-life transactions). A general business process is usually
a long running transaction (LRT) [13] that takes a substantial amount of time to com-
plete, involving interactions across many systems and possibly requiring human inter-
ventions [14]. The mechanism to ensure ACID by the holding oflocks and tight co-
ordination of the participating systems cannot be applied to LRTs. Furthermore, it is
not required for such a business process to undo the entire change committed in case
of an occurrence of a failure. Instead, a weakened or partialrecovery is often required
by the application. For example, when a flight booking is canceled, a cancelation fee
is charged and only part of the payment can be recovered. For this reason, models of
LRTs, such as Sagas [12] and BizTalk [15], allow programmer-specified undoing and
recovery actions that are calledcompensation.

Compensation supports flexible treatment of different exceptional scenarios, but the
flexibility makes the handling of failures complicated and ad-hoc. To help program-
mers master the complexity, Web Service languages, such as WS-BPEL and XLANG,
provide mechanisms for exception handling. A common designprinciple of these lan-
guages is a combination of exception handling and failure recovery. In some situations,
an exception is raised when a LRT is aborted and caught by a programmed handler.
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In some other cases, actions of a LRT are programmed with the corresponding com-
pensatory actions so that when a failure occurs, the recovery actions of the committed
actions are activated and executed in their reverse order. This is the model of the back-
ward recovery in Sagas [12] implemented in BizTalk.

The need for better understanding of complex LRTs and their mission-critical ap-
plications motivate the research on formal theories of compensation programming,
e.g. [1, 4, 3, 11]. They differ mostly in the features that they support. For examples,
non-deterministic choice and limited recursion are supported by the process calculus
in [11], but not by cCSP in [6]. However, little discussion isgiven by the designers of
the languages about the decisions they made. This indicatesan insufficient understand-
ing on what common features of LRTs should and can be formalized.

Contribution We extend the version of cCSP in [6], with non-deterministicchoices,
synchronization among parallel processes, and recursion (cf. Section 2). The main con-
tribution is a semantic theory offailuresanddivergencesof LRTs (cf. Sections 3&4).
The theory includes acomplete partial order(CPO) of the failure-divergences of pro-
cesses that allows the calculation of a unique fixed-point ofany recursive compens-
able process. The CPO also characterizes programming of LRTs (cf. Section 5). It is a
well-known challenge to establish, or even to show the existence of, such a fixed-point
theory for a language like CSP with internal-choice and synchronization [18]. Litera-
ture, e.g. [8], also shows that if the internal choice is added to CCS, itis difficult to
define a partial order to characterize the notion of refinement. This problem is even
harder for the extended cCSP, due to the abstract mechanismsfor exception handling
and compensation behavior. The technical details in Section 3&4 and the proofs of
the theorems and laws in the technical report [10] show the inventive thinking needed.
Because the application potential of cCSP, the extension and its well established failure-
divergence semantic theory are important. Similar to the unification role that the failure-
divergence semantics of CSP plays, the failure-divergencesemantic theory integrates as
its sub-theories the operational semantics, trace semantics, stable failures semantics [9]
of cCSP. It completes the semantic theory of cCSP for specification of LRTs and can
be used to underpin the extension to FDR of CSP [17] and the cCSP theorem proving
tool [16] for verification of LRTs.

Related work cCSP in [6] is an extension to CSP [17] for LRTs. The recovery mecha-
nism in cCSP is the same as the backward recovery in Sagas [12]. There are two types
of processes in cCSP, thestandard processesandcompensable processes. The standard
processes are only a subset of CSP processes, but with additional processes for excep-
tion handling and transaction block. A compensable processspecifies the behavior of
the recovery when an exception occurs. Non-deterministic choices and synchronization
are not allowed in cCSP and thus it only has a trace semantics [4] and an operational
semantics [7]. The consistency between these two semanticsis studied in [16].

Our early work in [9] extends cCSP with the operators of non-deterministic choice,
synchronized parallel composition, hiding and renaming, and defines a stable failures
semantics. But that semantic model does not allows us to establish a fixed-point theory
for recursion with a meaningful CPO. Thus, a new semantic domain has to be defined,
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instead of simple extension of the stable failures semanticdomain with a divergence
set, has to be designed so as to define refinement and calculatefixed-points.

The main reason why we develop a semantic theory of LRTs by extending the orig-
inal cCSP is because that cCSP shares most of the common features of other formal
models [2, 11]. Also, CSP-like process calculi are used to give formal semantics of
protocol description languages and orchestration languages,e.g.[5].

2 Syntax of the Extended cCSP

Assume afinitesetΣ of names representing thenormal eventsthat the cCSP processes
can perform, called thealphabetof processes. The syntax of the extended cCSP is
defined in Fig. 1, wherea∈Σ represents an event,X⊆Σ is a finite subset, andR⊆Σ×Σ

is a renaming relation. cCSP defines two kinds of processes, thestandard processes
ranged over byP , and thecompensable processesranged over byPP .

P ::= a | P ;P | P ⊓ P | P�P | P ‖
X

P | P \X | P JRK | P ⊲ P | [PP ] | skip | stop |

throw | yield | µ p.F (p)

PP ::= P÷P | PP ;PP | PP ⊓ PP | PP�PP | PP ‖
X

PP | PP ⊠ PP | PP \X |

PP JRK | skipp | throww | yieldd | µ pp.FF (pp)

Fig. 1: The standard processes add four additional kinds of processes to CSP:throw throws
an exception and interrupts the execution of the process,yield either terminates successfully
or yields to an interruption from environment to interrupt the execution,P ⊲ Q behaves likeP
and it executesQ if there is an exception thrown byP , the transaction block[PP ] represents a
long-running transaction specified by the compensable processPP .

The standard processes extend those of the classical CSP processes with excep-
tion handling, interruption and transaction block specified by a compensable process.
A compensable process is constructed fromcompensation pairsof the formP÷Q, in
which the execution of the processQ can compensate the effect of the execution ofP .
P is called theforward (sub-) processandQ the compensation(sub-) process. The
internal and external choices in the compensable processesare made according to the
forward sub-processes.PP andQQ in PP ‖

X

QQ synchronize on the events inX oc-

curring in the behaviors of both forward and compensation sub-processes ofPP and
QQ. It is writtenPP‖QQ whenX is empty.PP ⊠ QQ is the speculative choice between
two compensable processes, in whichPP andQQ run in parallel until one of them suc-
ceeds, and after that the other is compensated. Processskipp immediately terminates
successfully without the need to be compensated, andthroww throws an exception and
yieldd either terminates successfully or yields to an interruption.

3 Failure-Divergence Semantics of Standard Processes

3.1 Basic notations

Let A∗ denote the set of finite sequences of the elements in a setA of symbols. In par-
ticular, Σ∗ is the set ofinteraction tracesof the cCSP processes. LetΩ={X, !, ?} be
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disjoint withΣ. Events inΩ are calledterminalsand they indicate different terminating
scenarios: “X” represents that the execution terminates successfully, “!” indicates that
the execution terminates with an occurrence of an exception, and “?” represents that
the execution terminates by yielding to an interruption from environment. The traces of
cCSP processes are thus formed from symbols inΓ=Σ∪Ω. Let s·t denote theconcate-
nationof tracess andt, andT1·T2 the set of concatenated traces of the trace setsT1 and
T2. In particular, for a non-empty subsetA of Ω, letΣ⋆

A=Σ∗·A denote the set of traces
terminated with events inA, and letΣ⊛

A=Σ∗ ∪Σ⋆

A . Thus,Σ⋆

{X} is the set ofsuccessfully
terminated traces. We useΣ⋆ andΣ⊛ as the shorthands ofΣ⋆

Ω andΣ⊛

Ω.
Processes need to follow different rules to synchronize on different terminals. We

order the three terminals such that! ≺ ? ≺ X and defineω1‖ω2 = ω1 if ω1 � ω2, and
ω1‖ω2 = ω2‖ω1. Therefore, the synchronization of any terminal with an exception will
result in an exception, and composition terminates successfully iff both parties do.

For two tracess, t ∈ Σ⊛ and a subsetX ⊆ Σ, the set of synchronized tracess ‖
X

t,

s‖t whenX = {}, is defined in the same way as in CSP [17] whens, t ∈ Σ∗, otherwise
terminals ofs andt synchronize in the following two patterns, wheres1, t1 ∈ Σ∗.

s1·〈ω〉 ‖
X

t1 = {} , s1·〈ω1〉 ‖
X

t·〈ω2〉 = {u·〈ω1‖ω2〉 | u ∈ s1 ‖
X

t1}

3.2 Semantics of standard processes

The FD semantics[[P ]] of a processP is a pair(F(P ),D(P )), whereF(P ) ⊆ Σ⊛× P(Γ )

is thefailure setandD(P ) ⊆ Σ⊛ thedivergence set. The sets oftracesandterminated
tracesof P are defined from the failuresF(P ) below.

traces(P ) =̂ {s | (s, {}) ∈ F(P )}, tracet(P ) =̂ traces(P ) ∩Σ⋆

We require that the FD semantics ofP satisfies the axioms of the FD semantics of the
classical CSP processes given in [17], for example, the divergence setD(P ) is suffix
closed and the trace settraces(P ) is prefix closed. However, the axioms about terminated
traces need to be modified as follows.

s·〈ω〉 ∈ traces(P ) ⇒ (s, Γ \ {ω}) ∈ F(P ), where ω ∈ Ω (1)

s ∈ D(P ) ∩Σ∗ ∧ t ∈ Σ⊛ ⇒ s·t ∈ D(P ) (2)

s·〈ω〉 ∈ D(P ) ⇒ s ∈ D(P ), where ω ∈ Ω (3)

In what follows we define thefailure functionF : P → P(Σ⊛ × P(Γ )) and thediver-
gence functionD : P → P(Σ⊛), whereP denotes the set of all standard processes.

Atomic and basic processesThe semantics of the processesa, skip andstop are the
same as their semantics in CSP. The divergence sets of processesthrow andyield are
both empty, and their failure sets are defined below.

F(throw) = {(〈〉, X) | X ⊆ Γ∧ ! /∈ X} ∪ {(〈!〉, X) | X ⊆ Γ}
F(yield) = {(〈〉, X) | X ⊆ Γ∧ ? /∈ X} ∪ {(〈?〉, X) | X ⊆ Γ}

∪ {(〈〉, X) | X ⊆ Γ ∧X /∈ X} ∪ {(〈X〉, X) | X ⊆ Γ}

We usediv to represent the process diverging immediately,i.e. 〈〉 ∈ D(div).
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Choices The semantics of the internal choice is the same as defined in CSP, but note
that yield⊓ skip = yield holds. External choice is different from internal choice on
the empty trace〈〉, at whichP�Q can refuse an event only if bothP andQ can refuse
it. Also, care should be taken about the terminals “?” and “!”when defining the failures
to ensure the axiom(1).

D(P�Q) = D(P ) ∪ D(Q)
F(P�Q) = {(〈〉, X) | (〈〉, X) ∈ F(P ) ∩ F(Q)}

∪ {(s,X) | (s,X) ∈ F(P ) ∪ F(Q) ∧ s 6= 〈〉}
∪ {(〈〉, X) | X ⊆ Γ \ {ω} ∧ 〈ω〉 ∈ traces(P ) ∪ traces(Q) ∧ ω ∈ Ω}
∪ {(s,X) | s ∈ D(P�Q) ∧X ⊆ Γ}

Sequential composition The sequential composition here is also different from the
classic CSP [17] because of the terminals “!” and “?”.

D(P ;Q) = D(P ) ∪ {s·t | s·〈X〉 ∈ traces(P ) ∧ t ∈ D(Q)}
F(P ;Q) = {(s,X) | s ∈ Σ⊛

{?,!}
∧ (s,X ∪ {X}) ∈ F(P )}

∪ {(s·t,X) | s·〈X〉 ∈ traces(P ) ∧ (t,X) ∈ F(Q)}
∪ {(s,X) | s ∈ D(P ;Q) ∧X ⊆ Γ}

Parallel composition We first define the divergence set ofP ‖
X

Q, and then its failure

set. The composition diverges if eitherP or Q diverges, which is

D(P ‖
X

Q) = {u·v | v ∈ Σ⊛,∃s ∈ traces(P ), t ∈ traces(Q)•

u ∈ (s ‖
X

t) ∩Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ D(P ) ∨ t ∈ D(Q))}

To define the failure set of the composition, we understand that P ‖
X

Q can refuse an

event inX ∪Ω if either P or Q can, and it can refuse an event outsideX ∪Ω only if
bothP andQ can refuse it. For a failure(s, Y ) of P and a failure(t, Z) of Q, recall
classical definition in CSP of the synchronized failure set:

(s, Y ) ‖
X

(t, Z) = {(u, Y ∪ Z) | Y \ (X ∪Ω) = Z \ (X ∪ Ω) ∧ u ∈ s ‖
X

t} (4)

We need to adjust this definition for cCSP to take into accountthe following two differ-
ent cases of synchronization on terminals.

1. If P or Q cannot perform a terminal after executings or t, the composition can-
not terminate. In this case Definition (4) applies. For example, let Σ = {a, b}, P
be the processa andQ the processb; throw. As (〈〉, {b,X, !, ?}) is a failure ofP
and(〈b〉, {b,X, ?}) a failure ofQ, P‖Q has the failure(〈b〉, {b,X, !, ?}). This case is
reflected in the upper case in the definition Equation 5.

2. If bothP andQ can terminate, the synchronized terminal, represented byΘ in the
definition Equation 5, should be excluded from the refusal set. For example, let
Σ = {a}, P be the processa andQ the processa; throw. As (〈a〉, {a, !, ?}) is a
failure ofP and(〈a〉, {a,X, ?}) a failure ofQ, P can performX andQ can perform
! to terminate, respectively. Their synchronization resultis !, which does not appear
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in the refusal set(〈a〉, {a,X, ?}) of P ‖ Q
{a}

. If Definition (4) were applied, the refusal

set would be(〈a〉, {a,X, ?, !}) andP ‖ Q
{a}

would deadlock after executing〈a〉.

The synchronized failure set of two failures is thus defined as

(s, Y ) ‖
X

(t, Z) =






{(u, Y ∪ Z) | Y \ (X ∪Ω) = Z \ (X ∪ Ω) ∧ u ∈ s ‖
X

t}

if (s, Y ∪Ω) ∈ F(P ) ∨ (t, Z ∪Ω) ∈ F(Q)

{(u, (Y ∪ Z) \ Θ(ω1, ω2)) | Y \ (X ∪Ω) = Z \ (X ∪Ω)∧
u ∈ s ‖

X

t} otherwise

(5)

Two variablesω1 andω2 are used in Equation (5). For the failure(s, Y ) of P , ω1 is the
terminal event thatP mustperform afters, which is when the following condition holds

∀(s, Y1) ∈ F(P ) • Y ⊆ Y1 ⇒ (ω1 ∈ Ω ∧ ω1 /∈ Y1) (6)

The value ofω1 is not defined, represented by⊥, if there is no terminal event thatP
must perform afters. The value ofω2 is determined in the same way for the failure
(t, Z) of Q. The functionΘ that synchronizesω1 andω2 is defined as follows.

Θ(ω1, ω2) = Θ(ω2, ω1) =

{

{ω1‖ω2} ω1 ∈ Ω ∧ ω2 ∈ Ω
{ω1} ω1 ∈ Ω ∧ ω2 = ⊥
{} ω1 = ⊥ ∧ ω2 = ⊥

For example, considerP as the processskip ⊓ throw. P has the failures(〈〉, {X, ?})

and(〈〉, {?, !}). There is noω1 satisfying the Equation (6) for the failure(〈〉, {?}) of P .
Now the failure set ofP ‖

X

Q is defined below.

F(P ‖
X

Q) = {(u, E) | ∃(s, Y ) ∈ F(P ), (t, Z) ∈ F(Q) • (u,E) ∈ (s, Y ) ‖
X

(t, Z)}

∪ {(u, Y ) | u ∈ D(P ‖
X

Q) ∧ Y ⊆ Γ}

Considera ‖
{a}

(a; throw) as an example, andΣ = {a}. Its divergence set is{}, and

its failure set is{(〈〉, X) | X ⊆ Ω} ∪ {(〈a〉, X) | X ⊆ {a,X, ?}} ∪ {(〈a, !〉, X) | X ⊆ Γ}.
Parallel composition iscommutative, associativeanddistributiveover internal choice.

Exception handling P ⊲ Q behaves similarly toP ;Q, butQ starts to execute only after
an exception is thrown inP .

D(P⊲Q) = D(P )∪{s·t | s·〈!〉∈traces(P )∧t ∈ D(Q)}
F(P⊲Q) = {(s,X)|s∈Σ⊛

{X,?}
∧(s,X∪{!}) ∈ F(P )}

∪ {(s·t,X)|s·〈!〉∈traces(P )∧(t,X)∈F(Q)}∪{(s,X)|s∈D(P⊲Q)∧X⊆Γ}

The exception handling isassociativeanddistributiveover internal choices to both left
and right sides of⊲. The hiding and renaming operators are not affected by the new
terminals, and their definitions remain the same as those in the classical CSP.
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4 Failure-Divergence Semantics of Compensable Processes

The semantics[[PP ]] of a compensable processPP consists of its forward behavior and
compensation behavior. It is thus defined as a tuple(F,D, F c, Dc) of four sets.(F,D)
are theforward failuresand forward divergences(or forward FD sets), and(F c, Dc)
the compensation FD setsof PP , whereF c ⊆ Σ⋆ ×Σ⊛ × P(Γ ) andDc ⊆ Σ⋆ ×Σ⊛

are called thecompensation failuresand compensation divergencesof PP , respec-
tively. The forward FD sets satisfy the axioms of the semantics of the standard pro-
cesses given in Section 3.2. A compensation failure(s, s1, X) and a compensation di-
vergence(s, s1) record a failure and a divergence of the compensation behavior for the
forward execution traces, respectively. We define the set ofthe forward terminated
tracestracef (PP )={s | (s, s1, X) ∈ F c} in F c (also denoted bytracef (F c)), and the set
tracen(PP ) = tracef (PP )\D of thenon-divergentforward terminated traces. The com-
pensation behavior(F c, Dc) is required to satisfy the following axioms.

tracef (F c) = {s | (s, s1) ∈ Dc}, tracef (F c) ⊆ Σ⋆ ∩ {s | (s, {}) ∈ F} (7)

For ans in tracef (F c), let (F c, Dc)⇂s = ({(s1, X) | (s, s1, X) ∈ F c}, {s1 | (s, s1) ∈ Dc}),
which is a FD pair and required to satisfy the axioms of standard processes. For the
semantics(F,D, F c, Dc) of a PP , let fp(PP ) denote theforward process behavior
(F,D), andcp(PP, s) thecompensation behavior(F c, Dc)⇂s for s. We will overload the
semantic functionsF andD and the process operators of standard processes and apply
them tofp(PP ) andcp(PP, s). For example,F(fp(PP )) = F andD(fp(PP )) = D.

We are now to define the semantic function[[·]] on the setPP of all the compensable
processes in terms of four semantics functions(Ff ,Df ,Fc,Dc):

– theforward failure(FF) functionFf : PP → P(Σ⊛ × P(Γ )),
– theforward divergence(DF) functionDf : PP → P(Σ⊛),
– thecompensation failure(FC) functionFc : PP → P(Σ⋆ ×Σ⊛ × P(Γ )), and
– thecompensation divergence(DC) functionDc : PP → P(Σ⋆ ×Σ⊛).

Compensation pairP ÷Q If the forward behavior specified byP terminates success-
fully, the recovery behavior specified byQ is recorded so that it can be executed to
compensate the effect ofP when triggered by an exception later. Otherwise,Q will not
be executed. In the semanticsP÷Q, the successfully terminated forward behavior de-
fined by the traces intracet(P ) ∩Σ⋆

{X} is to be compensated by the execution ofQ, and
the non-successful terminated traces inΣ⋆

{!,?} by “nothing”, i.e. skip, respectively.

Ff (P÷Q) = F(P ), Df (P÷Q) = D(P )

Fc(P÷Q) = ((tracet(P ) ∩Σ⋆

{X})× F(Q)) ∪ ((tracet(P ) ∩Σ⋆

{!,?})×F(skip))

Dc(P÷Q) = ((tracet(P ) ∩Σ⋆

{X}
)×D(Q)) ∪ ((tracet(P ) ∩Σ⋆

{!,?}
)×D(skip))

The forward sub-processes ofskipp, throww andyieldd areskip, throw andyield,
respectively. Their compensation sub-processes are allskip. Becausetracet(stop) is
empty,Fc(stop÷P ) andDc(stop÷P ) are both empty for anyP , we usestopp to de-
note any of thesestop÷P whose forward behavior isstop.
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Transaction block A transaction block[PP ] is a standard process, and its semantics is
derived from the semantics of the compensable processPP in the block.

D([PP ]) = Df (PP )∪{s1·s2|(s, s2)∈Dc(PP )∧s = s1·〈!〉}
F([PP ]) = {(s,X)|s∈Σ⊛

{X,?}
∧(s,X ∪ {!})∈Ff (PP )}

∪ {(s1·s2,X)|(s,s2,X)∈Fc(PP )∧s=s1·〈!〉}∪{(s,X)|s∈D([PP ])∧X⊆Γ}

The compensation ofPP is executed to recover from an exception occurred in the
forward behavior. The divergences of[PP ] contain the DF and DC sets ofPP . The
failuresF([PP ]) contain (a). the failures in the FF set that do not terminate with the
exception terminal, (b). the failures in the FF set that terminate with the exception
terminal extended with their corresponding compensation failures, and (c). the fail-
ures caused by the divergences. In general[P÷Q] = P ⊲ skip holds and in particular,
[throw÷P ] = skip and[stopp] = stop.

Internal choice The semantics of internal choicePP ⊓QQ is as follows.

Df (PP ⊓QQ) = Df (PP ) ∪ Df (QQ), Ff (PP ⊓QQ) = Ff (PP ) ∪ Ff (QQ)
Fc(PP ⊓QQ) = Fc(PP ) ∪ Fc(QQ), Dc(PP ⊓QQ) = Dc(PP ) ∪ Dc(QQ)

For example,(a÷b1⊓a÷b2)=(a÷(b1⊓b2)), whose FC set is{〈b,X〉}×(F(b1)∪F(b2)),
and the DC set is{〈a,X〉}×(D(b1)∪D(b2)), i.e. {}. Internal choice isidempotent, com-
mutativeandassociative.

External choice The external choice is also made during the forward behavior, but by
the environment.

Df (PP�QQ) = D(fp(PP )�fp(QQ)), Ff (PP�QQ) = F(fp(PP )�fp(QQ))
Fc(PP�QQ) = Fc(PP ) ∪ Fc(QQ), Dc(PP�QQ) = Dc(PP ) ∪ Dc(QQ)

For example,Dc(stopp�a÷b)=Dc(stopp⊓a÷b)={}, and the equality still holds ifDc

is replaced byFc. For the corresponding FF sets however,Ff (stopp�a÷b)=F(a) but
Ff (stopp⊓a÷b)=F(a)∪F(stop). � is idempotent, commutativeandassociative.

Sequential composition In a sequential compositionPP ;QQ, the forward behaviors
of PP and QQ are composed first, and the corresponding compensation behaviors
cp(PP, s1) andcp(QQ, s2) are composed in the reverse direction, just like the model
of Sagas [12]. The forward behavior ofPP ;QQ is the sequential composition of the
forward behaviors ofPP andQQ.

Df (PP ;QQ) = D(fp(PP );fp(QQ)), Ff (PP ;QQ) = F(fp(PP );fp(QQ))

Let Tn be the settracen(PP )× tracef (QQ). The compensation behavior ofPP ;QQ is
defined by the two cases below.

1. The forward execution ofPP terminates successfully and the compensation behav-
iors ofPP andQQ will be sequentially composed in the reverse order.

D1
c = {(s·t, sc) | ∃(s·〈X〉, t) ∈ Tn • sc ∈ D(cp(QQ, t);cp(PP, s·〈X〉))}

F1
c = {(s·t, sc, Xc) | ∃(s·〈X〉, t) ∈ Tn • (sc, Xc) ∈ F(cp(QQ, t);cp(PP, s·〈X〉))}
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2. PP fails or diverges in the forward behavior, process cannot reachQQ, and only
the compensation behavior ofPP would be recorded.

D2
c = {(s, sc) | (s, sc) ∈ Dc(PP ) ∧ (s 6= t·〈X〉 ∨ s /∈ tracen(PP ))}

F2
c = {(s, sc, Xc) | (s, sc, Xc) ∈ Fc(PP ) ∧ (s 6= t·〈X〉 ∨ s /∈ tracen(PP ))}

Hence, the DC and FC sets ofPP ;QQ areDc(PP ;QQ)=D1
c∪D

2
c andFc(PP ;Qq)=F1

c∪F
2
c .

Sequential composition isassociativeanddistributiveover internal choice.

Parallel composition In a compositionPP ‖
X

QQ, the forward behaviors ofPP and

QQ synchronize onX, so do their compensation behaviors.

Df (PP ‖
X

QQ) = D(fp(PP ) ‖
X

fp(QQ)), Ff (PP ‖
X

QQ)=F(fp(PP ) ‖
X

fp(QQ))

Dc(PP ‖
X

QQ) = {(s, sc) | ∃s1 ∈ tracef (PP ), s2 ∈ tracef (QQ)•

s ∈ (s1 ‖
X

s2) ∧ sc ∈ D(cp(PP, s1) ‖
X

cp(QQ, s2))}

Fc(PP ‖
X

QQ) = {(s, sc, X) | ∃s1 ∈ tracef (PP ), s2 ∈ tracef (QQ)•

s ∈ (s1 ‖
X

s2) ∧ (sc, X) ∈ F(cp(PP, s1) ‖
X

cp(QQ, s2))}

Consider two examples. First, the equation[(a÷b1 ‖ b÷b2
{a}

);throww] = a;b1 ‖ b2 shows

the synchronization between the forward behaviors. Then,a1÷b1‖a2÷b2
{a1,a2}

= stopp demon-

strates a deadlock in the forward behavior.

Speculative Choice In a speculative choicePP ⊠QQ, the forward behaviors ofPP
andQQ will run in parallel first without synchronization. If one succeeds, the compen-
sation of the other will be invoked. The forward execution ofPP ⊠QQ fails if both
parties fail, and the compensation behaviors ofPP andQQ will run in parallel to re-
cover. LetT be the settracef (PP )× tracef (QQ), D1

f (or D2
f ) be the divergences in the

case when the first party (or the second party, resp.) succeeds and the second party (or
the first party, resp.) has to recover, whereω ∈ Ω:

D1
f = {s | ∃(t1·〈X〉, t2·〈ω〉) ∈ T • s ∈ (t1‖t2)·D(cp(QQ, t2·〈ω〉))}

D2
f = {s | ∃(t1·〈ω〉, t2·〈X〉) ∈ T • s ∈ (t1‖t2)·D(cp(PP, t1·〈ω〉))}

The DF set ofPP ⊠QQ is thus defined asDf (PP ⊠QQ) = D(PPf ‖ QQf) ∪ D1
f ∪ D2

f .
Similarly, we defineF1

f (orF2
f ) to be the failures when the second (or the first) party

succeeds and the first (or the second) party has to recover:

F1
f = {(s·t,X) | ∃(t1·〈X〉, t2·〈ω〉) ∈ T • s ∈ (t1‖t2) ∧ (t,X) ∈ F(cp(QQ, t2·〈ω〉))}

F2
f = {(s·t,X) | ∃(t1·〈ω〉, t2·〈X〉) ∈ T • s ∈ (t1‖t2) ∧ (t,X) ∈ F(cp(PP, t1·〈ω〉))}

The FF set ofPP⊠QQ is thus the union of the following five sets, whereω1, ω2∈Ω\{X}.

Ff (PP ⊠QQ) = {(s,X)|s ∈ Σ∗ ∧ (s,X ∪ Ω) ∈ F(PPf ‖ QQf )} ∪ F1
f∪F

2
f

∪ {(s,X)|∃(t1·〈ω1〉, t2·〈ω2〉)∈T•s∈(t1‖t2)∧X⊆Γ\{ω1‖ω2}}
∪ {(s·〈ω1‖ω2〉, X)|∃(t1·〈ω1〉, t2·〈ω2〉)∈T•s∈(t1‖t2)∧X⊆Γ}

The first set includes the failures of the interleaving forward execution ofPP andQQ,
and the last two sets handle the synchronization of the terminals if both parties fail.

There are the following three cases when compensation ofPP ⊠QQ diverges.
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1. PP succeeds in the forward parallel execution ofPP andQQ, and the compensa-
tion to the effect ofPP diverges.

D1
c = {(s, sc)|∃(t1·〈X〉, t2·〈ω〉) ∈ T•s∈T1∧sc ∈ D(cp(PP, t1·〈X〉))}

whereT1 = (t1‖t2)·tracet(cp(QQ, t2·〈ω〉)). Notice that the overall compensation of
PP by PP ⊠QQ can only start after the effect ofQQ is compensated.

2. Symmetrically,QQ succeeds in the forward parallel execution ofPP andQQ, and
the compensation to the effect ofQQ diverges, whereT2=(t1‖t2)·tracet(cp(PP ,t1·〈ω〉)).

D2
c = {(s, sc)|∃(t1·〈ω〉, t2·〈X〉) ∈ T•s∈T2∧sc ∈ D(cp(QQ, t2·〈X〉))}

3. Both parties of the parallel forward execution ofPP andQQ fail to terminate suc-
cessfully, and the parallel compensation of the parties diverges, whereω1,ω2∈Ω\{X}.

D3
c= {(s,sc)|∃(t1·〈ω1〉,t2·〈ω2〉)∈T•s∈(t1·〈ω1〉‖t2·〈ω2〉)∧

sc∈D(cp(PP, t1·〈ω1〉)‖cp(QQ,t2·〈ω2〉))}

Therefore, the DC set ofPP ⊠QQ is defined asDc(PP⊠QQ)=D1
c∪D

2
c∪D

3
c . Similarly,

Fc(PP⊠QQ) is F1
c∪F

2
c∪F

3
c , where

F1
c = {(s, sc, X)|∃(t1·〈X〉, t2·〈ω〉)∈T•s∈T1∧(sc, X)∈F(cp(PP, t1·〈X〉))}

F2
c = {(s, sc, X) | ∃(t1·〈ω〉, t2·〈X〉) ∈ T • s ∈ T2 ∧ (sc, X) ∈ F(cp(QQ, t2·〈X〉))}

F3
c = {(s, sc, X) | ∃(t1·〈ω1〉, t2·〈ω2〉) ∈ T • s ∈ (t1·〈ω1〉‖t2·〈ω2〉)∧

(sc, X) ∈ F(cp(PP, t1·〈ω1〉) ‖ cp(QQ, t2·〈ω2〉))}

Hiding and renaming Hiding and renaming are defined in the standard way on the
forward behavior and the compensation behavior, respectively.

Df (PP\X) = D(fp(PP )\X), Ff (PP\X) = F(fp(PP )\X)
Dc(PP\X) = {(s,sc)|∃s1∈tracef (PP )•s=s1\X∧sc∈D(cp(PP, s1)\X)}
Fc(PP\X) = {(s, sc, X)|∃s1∈tracef (PP )•s=s1\X∧(sc, X) ∈ F(cp(PP, s1)\X)}

Similarly, the semantics of renaming is as follows.

Df (PP JRK) = D(fp(PP )JRK), Ff (PP JRK)=F(fp(PP )JRK)
Dc(PP JRK) = {(s, sc)|∃s1∈tracef (PP )•s1 R s∧sc∈D(cp(PP, s1)JRK)}
Fc(PP JRK) = {(s, sc, X)|∃s1∈tracef (PP )•s1 R s∧(sc, X)∈F(cp(PP, s1)JRK)}

Both hiding and renaming are distributive among internal choice. Not like renaming,
hiding is not distributive among external choice. For example, the compensable process
((a;a1)÷b�(a;a2)÷b) \ {a} equalsa1 ÷ b ⊓ a2 ÷ b.

5 Refinement Theory and Recursion Semantics

We define an order⊑ on the semantic domain of the standard processes, and a partial
order⊑c on that of of the compensable processes. Each of the domains with the respec-
tive order forms a CPO, and their corresponding process operators are monotonic and
continuous. The two orders are linked by the transaction block constructor[PP ]. These
form the theoretical foundation for the fixed-point theories of recursive standard and
compensable processes, and for the refinement calculus of cCSP. We refer the reader to
the technical report [10] for the proofs of theorems and laws.
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5.1 Refinement of standard processes

The order(F1, D1) ⊑ (F2, D2) holds for the two FD pairs ifF1 ⊇ F2 andD1 ⊇ D2. The
FD refinementof a standard processP1 by a standard processP2 is defined as

P1 ⊑ P2 =̂ F(P1) ⊇ F(P2) ∧ D(P1) ⊇ D(P2) (8)

It means the refinementP2 is neither more likely to refuse an interaction from the envi-
ronment nor more likely to diverge thanP1.

Theorem 1. The semantic domain of standard processes is a CPO under the refinement
order⊑, anddiv is the bottom (least) element. And the operators of standardprocesses
are continuous w.r.t.⊑.

Recursive standard processesIf µ p.F (p) is a constructive standard process, its se-
mantics is theleast fixed pointof the semantic function[[F ]] of F . The semantics can
be calculated, according to Theorem 1, as

⊔
{Fn(div) | n ∈ N}, whereF 0(div) = div

andF (n+1)(div) = F (Fn(div)), and
⊔

S represents the least upper bound of the setS.
For example, assumeΣ is {a}, the failuresF(µ p. (a; p)) = {(ai, X) | i ∈ N ∧X ⊆ Ω},
wherea0 = 〈〉 andai+1 = 〈a〉·ai, and the divergencesD(µ p. (a; p)) = {}.

5.2 Refinement order of compensable processes

Given two tuplesPPi = (Fi, Di, F
c
i , D

c
i ), i ∈ {1, 2}, of the semantic domain of com-

pensable processes, we define the order

(F1,D1,F
c
1 ,D

c
1)⊑c(F2,D2,F

c
2 ,D

c
2) =̂ F1⊇F2∧D1⊇D2∧F

c
1⊇F c

2∧D
c
1⊇Dc

2 (9)

A compensable processPP2 is aFD-refinementof PP1, also denoted byPP1 ⊑c PP2,
if their semantics are related by the order⊑c.

Theorem 2. The semantic domain of compensable processes is a CPO w.r.t.⊑c and
div ÷ div is the bottom element. And the operators of compensable processes are con-
tinuous w.r.t.⊑c.

Theorem 3. The two refinement relations⊑c and⊑ are consistently related.

1. If PP1 ⊑c PP2 then[PP1] ⊑ [PP2].
2. Refinement of compensable processes can be constructed from the refinement of

forward or compensation processes.
Q1 ⊑ Q2 ⇒ P÷Q1 ⊑c P÷Q2, P1 ⊑ P2 ⇒ P1÷Q ⊑c P2÷Q

We thus can reduce refinement of compensable processes to that of standard processes.

Recursive compensable processesTheorem 2 ensures the existence of the least fixed
point of a recursive compensable processµ pp.FF (pp), which is calculated as follows:⊔
{FFn(div÷ div) | n ∈ N}. Considerµ pp.(a÷ b ; pp) for example. Its forward se-

mantics is equal to the semantics ofµp.(a ; p), and both the FC and DC sets are empty.

5.3 Laws of long running transactions

The semantic theory provides the basis for proving fundamental laws of programming
of long running transactions. Figure 2 gives some basic laws.
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Units and zeros

skip;P = P, P ;skip = P, P ⊲ throw = P, throw ⊲ P = P
skipp;PP = PP, PP ;skipp = PP, throw;P = throw, throww;PP = throww

skip ⊲ P=skip, yield ⊲ P=yield, stop ⊲ P=stop

Basic terminal processes

skip�yield=yield, skip�throw=skip⊓throw, yield�throw = yield⊓throw
yield ‖

X

skip = yield, throw ‖
X

skip = throw, throw ‖
X

yield = throw

Distribution laws

[PP⊓QQ]=[PP ] ⊓ [QQ], [PP�QQ]=[PP ]�[QQ], P÷(Q ⊓R)=P÷Q ⊓ P÷R
(P⊓Q)÷R=(P÷R) ⊓ (Q÷R), (P ÷Q)\X=(P\X ÷Q\X), [PP\X]=[PP ]\X

Fig. 2: Basic laws of long running transactions

Compensation The Saga nature of the backward recovery is reflected by the two laws
below, whereP , P1 andP2 are assumed not to terminate with an exception terminal.

[P÷Q;throww] = P ;Q, [P1÷Q1;P2÷Q2;throww] = P1;P2;Q2;Q1

Furthermore, the parallel composition enjoys the following laws.

[(P÷Q)‖throww] = P ;Q, P1 ÷Q1‖
X

P2 ÷Q2 = (P1 ‖
X

P2)÷ (Q1 ‖
X

Q2)

whereP,Q, Pi, Qi, i ∈ {1, 2}, do not diverge and terminate successfully, and with the
same assumption, the following two laws hold.

[(P1÷Q1;P2÷Q2)‖throww] = P1;P2;Q2;Q1

[(P1÷Q1 ‖
X

P2÷Q2);throww] = (P1 ‖
X

P2);(Q1 ‖
X

Q2)

ForP1, P2, Q1, Q2 that do not diverge and terminate successfully, the speculative choice
non-deterministically chooses one side to compensate if both succeed, which is

[(P1÷Q1⊠P2÷Q2);throww] = (P1‖P2);((Q1;Q2) ⊓ (Q2;Q1))

Interruption In a composition of standard processes, the interruption ofone process by
the other does not have priority over other events. That is, if P does not non-divergently
terminate in an yield terminal,i.e. tracet(P )∩Σ⋆

{?}={}, we have

throw ‖ (yield;P ) = throw ⊓ (P ;throw)

A compensable process can be interrupted byyieldd to yield to an interruption from
the environment, but a compensable process will not be interrupted if noyieldd is used
(cf. the laws ofCompensation). We thus have the following two laws, in which all the
standard processes will not diverge and are assumed to terminate successfully.

[(yieldd;P1÷Q1;yieldd;P2÷Q2)‖throww] = skip⊓(P1;Q1)⊓(P1;P2;Q2;Q1)
[(yieldd;P1÷Q1)‖(yieldd;P2÷Q2)‖throww] = skip⊓(P1;Q1)⊓(P2;Q2)⊓

((P1‖P2);(Q1‖Q2))
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6 Case study

An Online Travel Agency provides Web Services for booking air tickets, reserving hotel
rooms and renting cars. It interacts with business partnersincluding Travelers, Airlines,
Hotels, Car Rental Centers and Banks. The business processes are described below.

A traveler makes a request to the Agency for arranging a travel. After receiving the
request, the Agency processes it and then starts the air ticket booking, hotel reservation
and car rental processes in parallel. Assume the Agency interacts with two airlines to get
air tickets. If tickets are available from both airlines, the Agency non-deterministically
chooses one. However, it is often that the Agency has to repeatedly request for the car
rental service from the center at the destination before a car is available. If all the three
processes succeed the Agency sends the booking informationto the traveler and waits
for her confirmation. After receiving the confirmation, the Agency makes a request to
the bank, according to the information given by the traveler, for the payment service. If
this is successful, the Agency sends the completed booking to the traveler, including the
reservation details. If an exception occurs in any of the above steps, the whole business
process will be recovered by compensating the steps that have been carried successfully,
e.g.canceling the air tickets, room reservations or car rentals, and the Agency sends a
letter to the traveler for an apology. The alphabetΣ of the processes is

Σ = {reqTravel,letter,reqHotel,okRoom,noRoom,
cancelHotel,bookAir1,okAir1,noAir1,cancelAir1,
bookAir2,okAir2,noAir2,cancelAir2,reqCar,noCar,
hasCar,cancelCar,confirm,agree,disAgree,checkCredit,
valid,inValid,payment,refund,pValid,pInValid,result}

The processesAgency, Air1, Air2, Car, Hotel andBank are as follows.
Agency = (reqTravel÷ letter);Res;

(confirm;(agree � (disAgree;throw)))÷ skip;
(checkCredit;(valid � (inValid;throw)))÷ skip;
(payment÷ refund);(pValid� (pInValid;throw))÷ skip;
result÷ skip

Res = (reqHotel;(okRoom�(noRoom;throw)))÷cancelHotel‖
((yieldd;(bookAir1;(okAir1�(noAir1;throw)))÷cancelAir1)⊠
(yieldd;(bookAir2;(okAir2�(noAir2;throw)))÷cancelAir2))‖
µ pp.(reqCar÷skip;((noCar÷skip);pp)�(hasCar÷cancelCar)))

Hotel = reqHotel÷skip;(okRoom÷cancelHotel⊓(noRoom÷skip;throww))
Air1 = bookAir1÷skip;(okAir1÷cancelAir1⊓(noAir1÷skip;throww))
Air2 = bookAir2÷skip;(okAir2÷cancelAir2⊓(noAir2÷skip;throww))
Car = µ pp.(reqCar÷ skip;((noCar÷skip);pp)⊓(hasCar÷cancelCar)))
Bank = (checkCredit;(valid ⊓ (inValid;throw)))÷ skip ;

(payment÷refund);(pValid⊓(pInValid;throw))÷skip

The global business process (GBP) is the transaction block of the synchronized parallel
composition of the above five processes.

GBP = [(((((Agency ‖
X1

Hotel) ‖
X2

Air1) ‖
X3

Air2) ‖
X4

Car) ‖
X5

Bank) ], where

X1 = {reqHotel,okRoom,noRoom,cancelHotel}
X2 = {bookAir1,okAir1,noAir1,cancelAir1}
X3 = {bookAir2,okAir2,noAir2,cancelAir2}
X4 = {reqCar,noCar,hasCar,cancelCar}
X5 = {checkCredit,valid,inValid,payment,refund,pValid,pInValid}
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Use of lawsGBP is a complex process. We thus hide some events in the forward behav-
ior to get an abstract view, denoted byABP =̂ GBP \X, where

X= (X1 ∪X2 ∪X3 ∪X4 ∪X5 ∪ Y ) \ Z, where
Y= {confirm,agree,disAgree,result}
Z= {noCar,payment,refund,cancelHotel,cancelAir1,

cancelAir2, cancelCar}

By the laws, we can transform the processABP to the equivalent processABP1 below.

ABP1 = reqTravel÷ letter;Cancel;PayRefund
Cancel = CH ‖ CA ‖ CC
CH = (throw ⊓ skip)÷ cancelHotel
CA = CA1⊠ CA2
CA1 = yieldd;((throw ⊓ skip)÷ cancelAir1)
CA2 = yieldd;((throw ⊓ skip)÷ cancelAir2)
CC = µ pp. ((noCar÷ skip;pp) ⊓ (skip÷ cancelCar))
PayRefund = (throww⊓ skipp);payment÷ refund;(throww ⊓ skipp)

Analysis The formal theory, including the formal semantics and laws,can be used for
rigorous analysis of progressGBP. For example, we can show the following results.

– GBP does not deadlock, may diverge if the car rental service cannot provide a car
for the Agency. In that case eventsreqCar andnoCar will be performed for an
infinite number of times and they are in setX4 of synchronized events.

– There arefive different cases when an exception is raised: 1). no ticket from the
airlines, 2). no room in the hotel, 3). the traveler refuses the offer, 4). credit card
checking fails, and 5). authorization of payment fails. In any case, there are different
cases for recovery because of the parallel composition in the reservation process.

– When there is no divergence but an exception, the compensation inGBP is
refund ⊓ skip;
(cancelAir1⊓cancelAir2⊓skip)‖(cancelHotel⊓skip)‖cancelCar;
letter

Therefore, eventletter is the last action to be performed in the compensation
when an exception occurs. When an exception is raised after the air ticket booking,
e.g.when the traveler sends her disagreement, eithercancelAir1 or cancelAir2
may be performed. The ticket booking can also be interruptedby an exception
outside the airlines,Air1 andAir2, e.g.when no room is available in the hotel.

7 Conclusion

The full theory of CSP [17] is extended for specification and verification of LRTs.
The extended theory of compensating CSP supports non-deterministic choice, parallel
composition with synchronization and recursion. It allowsus to handle problems of
deadlock, livelock and nested LRTs. Its FD semantic theory also supports LRT program
design by refinement, and transformations of specificationsthrough algebraic laws.

The theory contributes to improving fundamental understanding of LRTs, and to
underpinning the development of valid tool support to design and verification of LRTs.
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From the way that the theory is developed, it is feasible to extend FDR to support our
extended theory of cCSP. In addition, automated reasoning about LRTs can be devel-
oped based on our theory by following the ideas in the prototype theorem prover in [16].
Tool development along these two directions is part of our future research agenda.
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